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About This Software

ShareX is a free and open source program that lets you capture or record any area of your screen and share it with a single press
of a key. It also allows uploading images, text or other types of files to over 80 supported destinations you can choose from.

ShareX supports many ways to capture or record your screen. The main capture methods are:

 Fullscreen

 Active window

 Active monitor

 Window menu

 Monitor menu

 Region

 Region (Light)
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 Region (Transparent)

 Last region

 Custom region

 Screen recording

 Screen recording (GIF)

 Scrolling capture

 Webpage capture

 Text capture (OCR)

 Auto capture

There are many configurable screen capture settings such as showing the cursor, transparent window capture, delayed capture,
multiple region selection with different shapes, etc.

After the capture the following automated tasks can be executed:

 Show quick task menu

 Show "After capture" window

 Add image effects / watermark

 Annotate image

 Copy image to clipboard

 Print image

 Save image to file

 Save image to file as...

 Save thumbnail image to file

 Perform actions

 Copy file to clipboard

 Copy file path to clipboard

 Show file in explorer

 Recognize text (OCR)

 Show "Before upload" window
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 Upload image to host

 Delete file locally

For example, the captured image can be opened in image editor and after that, the image can be automatically saved to the hard
disk and uploaded to your destination of choice.

ShareX allows you to upload any type of files with these methods:

 Upload file

 Upload folder

 Upload from clipboard

 Upload from URL

 Drag and drop upload

 Upload from Windows shell context menu

 Upload from Windows send to menu

 Watch folder

After the upload, any of the following automated tasks can be executed:

 Show "After upload" window

 Shorten URL

 Share URL

 Copy URL to clipboard

 Open URL

 Show QR code window

For example, the uploaded image URL can be automatically shortened using one of the 15 URL shortener services and the
shortened URL can be copied to the clipboard.

ShareX also comes with a few simple productivity tools:

 Color picker

 Screen color picker

 Annotate image
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 Image effects

 Hash check

 DNS changer

 QR code

 Ruler

 Directory indexer

 Image combiner

 Image thumbnailer

 Video thumbnailer

 FTP client

 Tweet message

 Monitor test

ShareX has an advanced hotkey system which allows you to use any of these capture methods, upload options or tools with their
own task settings. These are called "Workflows". Workflows allow each hotkey to have its own after capture tasks, after upload
tasks, destination etc. For example, you can set your screen recording hotkey to upload to a specific destination, bypassing the

default destination. This way, only videos will be uploaded to this configured file destination.
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Title: ShareX
Genre: Audio Production, Design & Illustration, Photo Editing, Utilities, Video Production, Web Publishing
Developer:
ShareX Team
Publisher:
ShareX Team
Release Date: 15 Oct, 2007
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best game of the year. In less than a day I've spent about seven hours on this game.
Love the game, love the idea of companionship and working together. I can always pair up a group of friends or just have me
and my boyfriend play together. A lot of people complained about toxicity I believe... To me I don't really understand how a
game like this could be toxic if you can't even communicate throughout the game. The only sort of communication you get is
before the game (you get a minute to ready up when there's a whole squad of survivors) and after the game if you stay.

I haven't played as a killer yet because I'm scared of the result, but I think I'm going to go for the tutorial and try playing as a
killer after this review. Honestly, for the price I got it for (10 bucks for the sale), it's totally worth it. Once it goes back up, I
recommend really thinking before you purchase, considering some factors:
-some people may disconnect the game
-some people may have no idea how to play
- some people may intentionally have you get killed.
(Could be considered still as toxic\/frustrating, but could easily be flipped over if you got some cool buddies to play with)

All in all, I recommend the game because it is fun to play with friends or other people. I'm more of a person who enjoys to play
with other people. If you like Deceit, I recommend this game.

P.s: Don't complain about a game being toxic when you can't even communicate throughout the game and your biggest threat is
another player disconnecting. And, what game doesn't have any toxicity?

***UPDATE***

Playing as a killer in this game is pretty rough, you do get a lot more currency though to upgrade characters. I can see the
toxicity towards the killers because of the perks (if the killers chose to unlock their perks). I did realize in my first game I wasn't
able to kill anybody with one character, so I tried another. In my second game I did kill and "sacrifice" three individuals. At the
end of the game a few told me that camping isn't the right way to win a game, (Ironically, I ran across the whole map multiple
times like an idiot). After explaining to them that this indeed was my second match as a killer and my first time using this killer
they apologized and laughed about it with me.

Communication is key during the game at the beginning and most certainly at the end. I could of got reported or worse, but
luckily I didn't. I also realized that the game does crash on you so you will disconnect, it's not like people intentionally
disconnect.

Anyways, thanks for reading my review!!!. well, you need to have the program installed in a specific named local computer
location- right now as installed thru Steam- it cannot find the sample files, let alone milkshape models on my computer.

Another problem is the Convex hull creation- I saw how to make a cube and was able to carve it- YOU as designer need to
improve the tool menu so WE as buyers can see what you have designed. It may be a useful tool- but it is just a guessing game at
the moment- and not in a good way.
Otherwise good luck to you- I see your sample video and pics- it is working on YOUR computer. Try to think out of your box
and let purchasers like myself use your application- who knows we might pay more for a updated app!. Having shied away from
purchasing further Steam locomotive DLC due to past dissapointments in performance and simulation quality (not from Victory
Works), I was extremely interested in this particular model due to the apparent painstaking efforts taken by the modelers to
provide a Steam locomotive that is more akin to what I have always wanted in Train Simulator but have repeatedly been foiled.

All I can say is WOW! Victory Works, I tip my hat to this most excellent production, you have indeed set the bar for all other
Steam locomotive modelers. Finally when I am on the foot-plate I really feel like I am on the footplate. Being somewhat
hardcore, I only have used the locomotive in Advanced mode thus far, but can attest that all control scripting works equally well
with Raildriver or keyboard.

The little touches are great but finally we have two additions to Steam simulation which I believe are real winners and the way
forward here:
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1). Steam Chest pressure gauge - Virtual steam chest pressure means that you now have visual feedback on the tractive effort
being applied, and you need that gauge because with it we finally have a steam locomotive that models wheel-slip, both visible
and audible.

2). A graphical representation of the fireman's shovel, this is more practical than it sounds because it is used to both set and
indicate the amount of firing effort being applied, my previous experience was that there was no real indication of firing rate;
you could change it via mapped keys, but there was no graphical feedback apart from messing around with HUD settings.

This locomotive is challenging (in advanced mode), but the rewards of mastering these challenges give you a great sense of
satisfaction.

The only criticism I could think of was that the provided scenarios begin with a full boiler, as a result it is imperative that you
leave those cylinder-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 open until you begin to see a gap appear in the sight glasses, and if you
are in doubt you can always perform a blow-down check to be certain. Failing to keep the
cylinder-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 open for a while initially, will have catastrophic results . Other than this small gripe
I can honestly say that this locomotive is going to be a tough act to follow by other modelers.

Again, I must stress that do not have much in the way of Steam Locomotive DLC, as such I may have missed on other quality
model simulacra, but when the only option is to "pay your money and take your chances", I decided to stop taking further
chances period. Thus I qualify my above remarks; it may be that there is other Steam Locomotive DLC out there that is an equal
to this, but not to my limited knowledge.. Pros:

Price

Easy achievements

Fun

Nice music

New stages are being added
Cons:

Music stops if you are on the same stage for a while

Achievements only unlock once you exit the game

Mouse glitch at the end of some levels (but can be easily fixed)
Conclusion:
I'm an achievement collector and this is basically why I bought the game, but I don't think my money was
wasted, as I played the game for about 3-4 hours which is good for the price, thus I recommend it. The
Shadow Operations Unit DLC for Beat Hazard adds several new ships to choose from, each with their
own strenghts and weaknesses. It also adds a new Shadow Ops mechanic (hence the name), in which you
have to complete missions for each ship in order to earn stars and increase your Shadow Ops rank. The
missions go from simple stuff like killing a certain enemy a certain number of times, to stuff like
finishing a track on the hardest difficulty with no deaths.

This DLC also includes an ingame editor so you can create your own ships and upload them to the
Workshop, by adjusting their stats like firing and movement speed, size, and so on. The only issue I'd
have with it is that you have to choose a file from your computer for the ship's appearance (otherwise it'll
be a default red ship with the word "TEST" written on it); I think it'd have been better if it had an easy
to use ship editor, where you could select parts and attachments.

All in all, I think this is a pretty good DLC. The Shadow Ops missions are a great way to spice up the
game. I recommend it.. Where is Tak
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Also good price for some lil sweet sweet games but it'd be even better to also get if not the source a
cheatsheet with formulas or brief explanations about the awesome procedural visuals you all make.
There is an absolutely astounding amount of talent put into these pieces, love you guys' work.. OK so this
is Breakout with a couple twists. But the twists turn what could be a boring experience into a fun
casual twitch game. This is a game that you can waste a few minutes with and unwind. It is single player
ONLY
so no interaction, but sometimes thats a good thing...
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I'm a huge ship enthusiast, and this is definitely a grab! I couldn't get myself to stop playing after 14 hours, no game has ever
done that for me in 7 years!. When I tried Painkiller back in 2004, it was a fast, beautiful and fun game. It still is.
Imagine the fast gameplay of Quake and Unreal Tournament, mixed with a lot of fun weapons, innovative level design and
atmospheric sound and art direction.
On top of this, it has a very good single player campaign which brings you to a lot of different places, which only gets more
weird in the excellent Battle out of hell expansion included in the black edition.

It seems age has been kind to this game, and if you haven't tried this game before and are at least mildly interested in single
player shooter games, then Painkiller comes recommended.. Yet another free update for The Surge.. More, armors, and
weapons.. Always welcome! Especially for such a good game! Maybe more bosses next?. I think this is a great game. I own it
both on Switch and PC; countless hours wasted and enjoyed!. Very cute and not overly easy to win. With the various
achievements its a fun little game at the price.. This game has great potential to be an awesome C&C style game.
At the moment It feels bare bones. Standard units, sound, layout, graphics. Nothing major.
Lots of things can\/must be added. Rotating camera angles. Both hand controls usable. Upgrade in graphics and sound.
just hope the developer hasn't given up on it.
I agree with some others that it should still be in an Early Access stage though.
But as it stands, it's worth a blast.. This game Rocks!!!!!

1 its origanal
2 its addictive
3 very funny
4 great price

online is coming. imagine and dAY WITH MORE KNIGHTS MORE LEVELS BIGER LEVELS
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHH BUY THIS GAME!!!!!

. The story, the gameplay and the RTS aspects are terrible. I enjoyed the comic book art that pushes the story forward, but that's
about it. As a kid I loved 1C's games, but for me this is definitely their worst title, even when this game is set in my most
favorite setting - the post apocalyptic world. http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=792119811 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=793254106. What to say about this apawling excuse for a "heavy
goods" engine. Slips more then a cracked up squirrel on ice. Can't not handle 1000 ton trains like the real one can. No head code
selection at all. sounds are horrid. No BR green livery or a mention of Evening Star. Even the model is flawed to the point where
the tender body and chassis will become 2 separate objects not to mention the valve rods are set too low so they poke through
the bottom. I can go on and on but the main point is just avoid this complete disgrace of an engine which does nothing to show
the true power of the real machines if you want an amazing heavy goods engine I highly recomend the USATC S160.. Its poor
everything about it the slowness of character the rubbish puzzles its just poor sorry.
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